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With a Long Spoon

Introduction
Overview
The “Prime Mover” of the web of events
portrayed here is Behassa, a black racist
organization. Behassans believe that blacks
are naturally superior to other races and have
innate psychic potential by virtue of their
melanin. They are arranging for black children
to be abused in hopes that they will develop
fringe powers. After the abuse, the children are
“rescued” by Behassans and adopted out to unsuspecting families off-island via a front called
International Adoptions.
The actual abuse is committed by the
Circle of Light, a group of pederasts who use
pseudo-Satanic ideology and ritual as part of
the abuse. Unknown to the membership of the
Circle of Light, their leader, Raoul Laporte, is a
Behassan.  The members of the Circle of Light
believe that no one else knows about them and
that they are performing the abuse for its own
sake.
To find children who can be easily abducted, Laporte blackmails Norman Souster, a
teacher at First Steps Creche and Day School,
into selecting children and reporting on their
habits and schedules. Since Laporte does not
want to reveal the racist nature of the project
to Souster, he has not specified that black children be selected. As a result, the Circle of Light
regularly abuses lighter skinned children, who
are then ignored by Behassa. Only the black
children are rescued and adopted out.
Another Behassa member, one who knows
nothing of the Circle of Light, is Shaddim AlKhaddir, who has come to Al Amarja to lecture
and spread his racist vision.
Watching these events are agents of MI6,
a British intelligence agency. They are under

orders to observe but not to interfere. Their
superiors are more concerned with determining whether the Behassans’ system for eliciting
fringe powers actually works than with stopping the abuse.
The actions of Behassa have been going on
for many months, and they have already placed
several children in adoptive homes outside of
Al Amarja. These events could continue indefinitely, if it weren’t for the Force.
The Force, a white racist alliance, has come
to Al Amarja to expose Behassa’s child abuse
plot. They have learned what Behassa is up to,
and they are ready to strike, though they will
work primarily through intermediaries. They
plan to hire investigators and thugs to break
up and expose Behassa, and then feed stories of
the abuse to international media to exacerbate
anti-black racism.
Into this mix come the PCs, in any of several roles, possibly including: concerned investigators trying to find out who has been abusing
children at First Steps, dupes of either Behassa
or of the Force, agents for outside conspiracies
or groups that want to know more, and so on.
If the PCs do not get involved, the Force will
break up Behassa, which is a good thing, but
they will then use reports of the plot to further
their own racist agenda worldwide.
The Interrelations Chart summarizes the
links between the different groups in this scenario. Lines indicate a knowledge link between
the groups; the arrows indicate the direction of
the link. A double arrow indicates that at least
one person in each group is aware of the other;
details will be found in the individual chapters.
Where there is a single arrow, it points towards
the group known about. Thus, MI6 is aware of
the Circle of Light, but not vice versa.

